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School responds to deaths of Langford, Ritz
Matt Bettonville
Editor in Chief
Tragedy struck St. Louis U. High this summer when a single-engine airplane crashed
in Gaston, Ark., on June 26, killing rising
sophomores Brendan Langford and Jacob
Ritz, both fifteen. The SLUH community
has since risen up in prayer and support
for the Langford and Ritz families and for
sophomore Josh Beckerle, who was seriously
injured in the crash but returned to school this
fall. The school provided consistent support
to friends and family of the victims, but is
allowing sophomores to adapt to the new
school year before formally memorializing
Langford and Ritz.
Langford, Ritz, and Beckerle were returning from a fishing trip at White River Resort in Gaston with Rocky Langford, SLUH

’75, and Don Beckerle, Brendan and Josh’s
fathers, when the single-engine airplane that
Rocky Langford piloted crashed shortly after
takeoff. Brendan and Rocky Langford died
instantly from the crash, and Ritz died in a
hospital just outside of Gaston shortly after
the crash. Josh Beckerle sustained serious
injuries including brain shearing that left him
in a coma with facial injuries and a lacerated
spleen, but has since mostly recovered. Don
Beckerle also suffered minor injuries.
The SLUH student chapel filled nearly
to capacity the night of the crash for a Mass
dedicated to the victims and their families.
Sophomore class representatives met with
administrators and class moderators in late
summer to discuss the switch back to school
after a tragic summer.
“We want to remember them in our

prayers, … but we also wanted to allow
students and Josh Beckerle to be able to
transition back into their sophomore year in
as normal a way as possible,” said Principal
John Moran.
“When guys come back to school …
the focus is really on starting the school
year, being able to see each other again,”
said President David Laughlin. “But a little
bit into the start of school is when struggles
can happen.”
	Beckerle said that going back to his class
was not too difficult and that he was “ready
to see all (his) friends again.”
“I felt like just a normal kid,” said
Beckerle. “That’s one thing I love about
SLUH: there was really no one who treated
me any differently … but there were a lot

photo by Mike Dryden

offices.
On the first floor are two basketball
courts and 12 available baskets with two sets
of bleachers hugging the walls. There is also
a dedicated wrestling room with new mats
and three sets of locker rooms for athletes
to use.
The second floor is a mezzanine that
allows for an elevated view of the basketball
courts down below.
The third floor contains four private
offices, a coaches’ commons that houses six
cubicles, and a conference area complete with
a table, projector, and screen. Two staircases
and an elevator provide service to the three
floors of the building.
	Besides its high caliber athletic equip-

see RESPONSE, 8

Vision Realized: Danis Field House open
for student use, construction completed

Ben Kim
News Editor
s students trudged up Berthold Ave.
on Aug. 27, they couldn’t help but
notice the chalk white concrete, light
brown bricks, and tall arched windows of
the completed Danis Fieldhouse. Designed
by Hastings Chivetta and constructed by
BSI Constructors Inc., the 47,551 square
foot Danis Fieldhouse is the newest addition to the campus, thanks to St. Louis U.
High’s Vision 2000 (V2K) campaign, and
has been officially open since Sept. 1.
“I have never seen a high school around
here that has that good of a gymnasium for
their students to use,” said Director of Facilities Joe Rankin. “It is a facility for the
students and it is going to serve the students
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The new Danis Field House gym sits ready for use.

very well.”
	Beyond its glass doors, which are under
four large block letters spelling AMDG, are
three floors outfitted with equipment for
SLUH’s wrestling, basketball, volleyball and
physical education programs and coaches

see DANIS FIELD HOUSE, 14
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Rule changes take effect

Conor Gearin
former Dean of Students Eric Clark, in banCore Staff
ning Birkenstocks, Crocs, and sandals for
uidelines for St. Louis U. High stu- the regular dress code (see PN 73, issue 3).
dents have changed once again this The disappearance of Birkenstocks during
academic year. Reversing last year’s deci- the colder months was not entirely silent,
sion, the dress code in the Parent/Student however, as the open-heeled shoes had been
Handbook now allows students to wear something of an idiosyncrasy of St. Louis U.
sandals, Crocs, and
High culture. The reBirkenstocks as part Now allowed in dress code: sponse included much
of their regular dress
grumbling among stu-sandals, Crocs, Birkenstocks
code. Furthermore,
dents and a commemo-patterned short (plaid included)
shorts with patterns,
rative poem in Gadfly
Banned:
including plaid, are
by Chris Brennan, ’09,
-Mobile devices with Internet
now part of warm
entitled “Last Days of
-iPod Touch
weather dress. The
Birkenstocks.”
guidelines for tech- New phone, iPod Touch
	N o n e t h e l e s s ,
nology were also punishments:
“there was no huge
changed: the posuproar,” said Kester1. 3 hour jug
session of electronic
son. “The main ques2. 6 hour jug, $25 fine
devices with Internet
tion (was) ‘why not?’
access, such as the iPod Touch, is no lon- And my answer was, I’m going to respect
ger permissible during school hours.
Mr. Clark’s wishes.”
	Assistant Principal for Student Life 	Before the beginning of the ’09-’10
Brock Kesterson explained that last year, school year, however, Kesterson reconsidhe followed the wishes of his predecessor,
see NEW RULES, 16
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New Zimbra e-mail and
phone system implemented
Eric Lewis
Core Staff
he St. Louis U. High technology department set up a new school-wide
e-mail system over the summer to facilitate announcements. The department also
increased network security and now requires the registration of all personal portable internet devices. The e-mail system’s
purpose is to replace the current scrolling
announcements, but those will still play at
school for those that use them.
“Scrolling announcements were hit-andmiss,” said Tim Rittenhouse of the technology department. “They were ineffective, and
we (in the technology department) thought
this (new e-mail system) was the best vehicle
to replace them.”
	By making e-mail the primary medium
of communication of such information as
college visits and club meetings, not only
will communication supposedly become

T

more efficient, but more targeted as well.
Club moderators and officers will be able
to send meeting schedules to their members,
and teachers will not have to compile e-mail
lists for classes.
Form e-mails are also planned to inform
students of college visits, application deadlines, required absence notes, and library
overdue notices.
“It’s safe to say students spend some
amount of time online every day,” Rittenhouse said. “(E-mails) are a more effective
way to get out information on what you need
to do.”
	Rittenhouse described his strategy of
transition to e-mail as a “soft rollout.”
Homeroom teachers were instructed to
make an announcement on Monday, and a
competition that night awarded Cardinals
tickets to the first student to reply to a universal e-mail.

see ZIMBRA, 14
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Administration
restructured
for new year

Luke Chellis
Core Staff
ew faces, new titles, and more positions are among the changes to the
St. Louis U. High administrative structure taking effect this year. Following the
departure of Mark Michalski as Assistant
Principal for Academics (see PN 73, issue
28), Principal John Moran oversaw the
growth and restructuring of the administrative team, the operating and governing
aspect of the school that reports directly to
President David Laughlin.
	Previously, the SLUH administration
consisted of four members, but, with the addition of Jim Linhares as Assistant Principal
for Mission and Robert Evans as Assistant
Principal for Diversity, the number has
grown to five. Michalski’s role was divided
between Linhares and Tom Becvar, Assistant
Principal for Academics, who had previously
worked on the administration as Assistant
Principal for Administrative and Technological Services. Also, Brock Kesterson has
returned as Assistant Principal for Student
Life rather than as Assistant Principal for
Student Affairs.
“I guess I hope, and it won’t be immediate, but over the long-term, the roles
are a little sharper and clearer,” said Moran.
“I said to Mr. Becvar early on: I know Mr.
Michalski’s title was Assistant Principal
for Academics, but I think Mr. Becvar was
the Assistant Principal for Academics. So,
some of it to me is just kind of maybe more
naming of people in terms of the roles that
they have. And that Mr. Michalski was really
doing a lot of that work that I saw as an AP
for Mission.”
Linhares will take on these aspects of
Michalski’s job that involve the supervision
and formation of teachers and faculty, or, as
Linhares said, “everything that relates to the
world of teachers.” But his responsibility
also is to focus on the vision of the school
as a Jesuit Catholic learning institution,
an administrative function not previously
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Let’s find real Traditions of Excellence

	St. Louis U. High is built on its traditions. The overwhelming
pride of seeing that blue army of brothers at tonight’s Freshman
Fun Day and freshman Running of the Bills provide good examples
of the spirit and pride that we reference when we claim to have a
“Tradition of Excellence,” a phrase frequently used to refer to our
top-notch academics, extraordinarily successful athletics, and rich
spiritual life. That description certainly fits for passionate, spirited
events like tonight’s Fun Day, the back to school mixer, and allschool Masses. But at the Senior Adviser retreat a few weeks ago,
Mr. Curdt discussed the pieces of our tradition that blemish that
excellence.
	Theft has become a tradition at SLUH. No one would claim
that theft is excellent, yet every year, books, calculators, money, and
cafeteria food are stolen. Many students watch this happen and say
nothing. How can we call ourselves brothers while we allow this
to continue?
Last year’s Student Body President John Heafner laid the foundation for breaking this trend with his act of faith wherein he put
some of his own money in plain sight for weeks to provide evidence
that students could be trusted. It would have taken only one thief
to prove Heafner wrong, but students held each other accountable
for living up to the challenge and the money stayed.
If students follow that example and make it a personal challenge
not only to stop stealing, but also to stand up to thieves, we can be
on our way to breaking that ugly tradition. Mr. Kesterson spoke at
last Tuesday’s class meetings about courage and confidence. Having
the courage to change the course of theft at SLUH will breed the

confidence to create an environment where we don’t need to lock
up our things for security reasons.
	The same applies to the tradition of rude and offensive cheers at
athletic contests. The spirit of Blue Crew is one of the most remarkable traditions at SLUH. Students pour into the football stadium
every Fall Friday to support their classmates. That’s brotherhood
in action.
	Still, that support traditionally devolves into arrogance and
harassment of the opposing school. Certainly when those schools
look at our tradition, resounding public proclamations of superior
ACT scores cloud any view of excellence.
When the blue army of freshmen pours into the stands tonight,
keeping the cheers game-relevant and spirit-based will introduce
them and the fans of Parkway Central to a clean tradition of spirit
that we can be proud of.
	As we begin a new school year, let’s use the fresh start to evaluate
which of our traditions, even the small ones, promote the brotherhood that we claim and which traditions make that claim difficult
to believe. Do we need to leave our trash on the floors behind us?
Do we need to ignore the rules in the waning weeks of the school
year?
	SLUH enjoys many more great traditions than just Freshman
Fun Day and Blue Crew. Touching Mass experiences, huge participation in the voluntary Community Service Program, Senior Project,
and retreats all four years help make SLUH an environment to be
proud of. If we work to start cleaning up the problems, a “Tradition
of Excellence” will be a well-deserved claim.

A Letter to Our Readers

During the annual Activities Fair, it is always
enjoyable to see the Prep News’ name-andhomeroom list fill two complete sheets of
paper at the end of an Activity Period of yelling and distributing flyers. That comforting
list represents the widespread interest in the
paper as well as its survival. Yet most SLUH
students, during their fours years here, will
never get to know the Prep News beyond
reading it on Friday mornings.
	This coming year, the editors of Volume
74 want all students to feel that they can
get involved in the Prep News. As St. Louis
U. High’s student-run newspaper, the Prep
News strives to be a readily accessible part of
the student body and school. We encourage
everyone, especially underclassmen, to step
into our office (J220, across from Mr. Mueller’s classroom) to explore the Prep News.
Whether it be to receive an article assign-

ment, comment on the week’s issue, propose
an article idea, or discuss the happenings of
the school, all students are welcome. Our
weekly staff meeting after school on Friday
is a great opportunity for you, our readers,
to express your interest or opinion.
	To help us reach that goal, we have
included our pictures in the first issue of the
paper. We hope that by knowing our faces
you will find it easier to contact us throughout the school year. As the editors, we are
the ones ultimately responsible for what is
printed in the newspaper, and we want to
hear what you think: criticism, praise, ideas.
Your feedback helps the Prep News progress
and be the student newspaper that it is.
	This invitation is not limited to just the
student SLUH body, however. Though the
students are the core of the school, we hope
that everyone in the SLUH community,

from administrators and faculty to parents
and alumni, will get involved with the Prep
News, particularly in the Opinion section. We
hope that the Opinion page can be viewed
as a place for a respectful exchange of ideas
and thoughts, an open forum where personal
ideas can be fully expressed. We will also
try to actively engage in this dialogue by
printing more editorials this year. We hope
that the SLUH community will become more
understanding and gain new perspectives
from such exchanges through the Opinion
page.
We hope that, with your help, this year’s
volume of the Prep News will be just as
successful as the previous ones in the past.
Thank you for your time and support for the
Prep News.

Editors: Matt Bettonville, Rob Bertucci, Adam Cruz, Ben Kim, Nick Fandos
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Back to school mixer nets
over $21,000 for STUCO

Mike Lumetta
Brock Kesterson said that he believes the
Core Staff
crowd was the greatest since the SLUH
tudent Council (STUCO) drew an male-only policy was effected in 2006.
“We had a better turnout than we’ve
overflowing crowd of approximatehad
in
a long time,” said Vice President of
ly 3200 people to party in the commons
School
Spirit Dane Stole.
at St. Louis U. High’s annual Back-tosee B2S MIXER, 15
School Mixer Saturday night. Their efforts earned them a whopping
profit of $21,397, which will set
their budget for the year. Prior to
the mixer, the administration had
voiced concerns over incidents
at last year’s Back-to-School
Mixer, which they feared might
become issues again, but with
the enforcement of breathalyzers, police presence, and an 8:00
p.m. cut-off for entrance, the
event ran smoothly.
	Assistant Principal for Student
STUCO showing off their earnings. The back to school mixer
Life and STUCO co-moderator brought in 3,200 young eager mixer go-ers and was a great success.

S
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Movie Review

Inglourious Basterds: The
tables turn in Nazi France

Michael Blair
Film Critic
“
nce upon a time in Nazi-occupied
France.” So begins Quentin Tarantino’s newest genre jaunt, Inglourious
Basterds, the sprawling, two-hour plus
mission movie that’s sure to keep you
more entertained than a jumpin’ jive—
even that one in Pulp Fiction.
	And who better than the 46-year-old
writer-director to teach the quirkiest fakehistory lesson to hit American cinema yet?
All the Nazis are going to get blown up in a
movie theater? Uh-huh. By a bunch of Jews?
Hell yes.
As might be expected, Tarantino brings
a distinct kind of energy to the World War
II genre. Think Dirty Dozen turned inside
out and then turned on its head just for good
measure. Standoff Nazi gunfights held in
basement bars mix and mingle with long
chats about “delicious milk,” and the merits
of prewar German cinema.

O

	And, quite spectacularly, it all comes
back to Lieutenant Aldo Raine (Brad Pitt,
in all his Tennessee-accent glory), who
leads the machine gun totin’ “basterds—” a
ragtag unit that “do one thing and one thing
only: kill Nazis.” Kill and then Apache-style
scalp is more like it. Raine’s squad fills its
ranks with characters like Sergeant Donny
Donowitz, better known as the “Bear Jew,”
who beats the skulls of captured Nazis with
a baseball bat.
However, Raine and his cronies take
a back seat to the SS officer on their tail,
Colonel Hans Landa (played by German
actor Christoph Waltz). Also on Landa’s trail
are two femme fatales: the German actress
working for the Americans (Diane Kruger)
and the undercover Jewish girl (Melanie
Laurent) who owns the Paris cinema where
the final, fateful actions take place.
Landa is the show-stopper—a glorious
combination of theatricality and insanity—

see INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS, 16
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Long-time
math teacher
May retires

Matt Bettonville
Editor in Chief
ath teacher Bill May retired from St.
Louis U. High in June. May’s career
included tenures as athletic director, football coach, and track coach; he was also
known for the passionate conversations
he had with many of his students and colleagues.
“His goal was to love his students and, in
that context, to challenge them to be better,”
said fellow math teacher Frank Corley.
	May was known at SLUH for being a
reserved man who got to know some people
very well. Once inside his shell, students
and faculty found him to be a deep man who
loved serious talks.
“He is one of the greatest conversationalists you can choose, because he loves to listen
and he loves to talk about deep things,” said
fellow math teacher Frank Corley. “There’s
no small talk with Bill May. If you’re having
a conversation with him, it’s heavy duty.”
Late in his career, May primarily taught
sophomore geometry.
“He had a large repertoire of knowledge,” said senior Mark Kissel, a former
geometry student of May’s.
“I’m very grateful for the students that
I’ve been able to work with over those 30
years,” said May.
Faith was also a big part of May’s SLUH
involvement, and he frequently attended the
before school Mass offering.
“He is deeply Catholic,” said Corley,
who added that May frequently disagreed
with the institution of the Catholic Church,
but stayed firm in his faith, saying, “‘How
can I disagree with the Church? They gave
me the Eucharist.’”
	May’s announcement of his retirement in
early summer was atypical for a teacher, but
Principal John Moran said that “knowing his
personality, he wouldn’t like the recognition”
that SLUH teachers normally receive upon
retiring.
	May taught four sections of math which
will be covered this year by the current fac-

M

see MAY, 12
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FIRST STATE CHAMP: SLUH Lacrosse
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Rob Bertucci

Sports Editor
parring with Rockhurst in one of the
greatest matches of the season, the St.
Louis U. High lacrosse team found themselves in a sudden death overtime situation
of the state championship game last spring
when forward Robbie Fonke, ‘09, gave the
Jr. Billiken faithful the “Funk” they were
chanting for and ripped the game winner
into the back of the net.
Last spring, the Laxbrobills made
the second trip in club history to the State
championship game. In the finals, the team
squared off with its rivals, the Rockhurst
Hawklets, in a rematch of the 2008 championship game. In the previous match-up, the
Hawklets dominated the Jr. Bills, trouncing
them 11-2.
	The two teams also met each other in
the first game of the season. Rockhurst again
controlled the game. They put the Jr. Bills
away by a score of 11-5.
	This time, however, the Snipesand-

S

Danglebills were ready for the Hawklets. formances I have ever seen,” said Hudson.
Neither team managed to break the game “He made so many great saves. He definitely
open. Momentum shifted back and forth deserved the MVP award.”
between the teams, who
Thanks in large part to
remained neck and neck
Saville’s heroics, regulathroughout the game.
tion time limit ended with
“It was a game of good
the score tied 10-10, and
runs,” said senior Danny
the Jr. Bills were sent to a
Hudson. “They would go
sudden-death overtime. As
on a run and score a couple
the players took their places
goals in a row, but then we
on the field, the SLUH
would answer with a streak
student section boomed
of our own. I know our
out cheers in support of
coaches say those are the
their team.
best games.”
“It was great to look
	SLUH goalkeeper
into the stands and see all
Chris Saville, ’09, was the
those fans,” said senior
X-Factor for the Jr. Bills.
defenseman Sean Meagher,
The goalie held the Rock“especially when I noticed
hurst offense down all game,
that it was the Class of 2010
making several eye-popping Having beaten Rockhurst, the Laxbills leading the cheers.”
saves. Saville was honored as celebrate their first state championship Both teams squandered opMVP for the game.
portunities to score early in overtime. Senior
“Saville gave us one of the best per- All-American attack Brian Hof took
photo by zac boesch

see EXLAX, 10

Footbills tax Patriots, log a win
Daniel Schmidt

Reporter
he 2009 season looks full of promise
as the St. Louis U. High Jr. Bills prevailed in their first game last Friday night
against the Parkway South Patriots 21-9.
The Bills pulled out the victory behind
a superb defensive effort led by senior
linebackers Kevin McAuliffe and Collum
“Hitman” Magee (16 and 12 tackles, respectively).
The game’s first quarter was all-out
ground warfare as both teams combined
for just 5 attempted passes. The defense,
in a theme that would recur throughout the
game, bent but didn’t break under South’s
noteworthy run game spearheaded by
speedster Lawrence Scott. The Jr. Bills’ D
produced three punts and a fumble in the
first quarter, not allowing Parkway to gain
any momentum.
	On the other side of the ball, the Jr. Bill
offense was running a “ground-and-pound”
scheme, handing the ball off to senior standout running back Griffin Lowry behind his
all-senior offensive line. While Lowry man-

T

aged solid gains of 4 to 5 yards at a time, the next fourth down, South again lined up in punt
passing game stayed grounded, which led to formation, only to produce a botched snap,
which led to good field position for SLUH
three punts from McAuliffe.
In the Jr. Bills’ opening drive of the near midfield. The Jr. Bills put together a
second quarter the passing game took promising drive that got them inside Parkway’s 20-yard line,
off, leading to a
but the drive was
20-yard pass from
spoiled on a tipped
senior quarterback
pass interception for
Michael Riddering
the Patriots.
to sophomore wide	T h e d e f e n s e
out Mitch Klug for
stuffed three conthe first touchdown
secutive runs by
of the year. UnforScott, which led to
tunately, the extra
another fourth down
point was missed by
for South. Again the
sophomore kicker
Patriots gave SLUH
Daniel Tlapek, who
the gift of the botched
was clearly suffersnap, and the Bills
ing from first game
received ideal field
jitters (Tlapek had
position at South’s
Lan
Sansone
plows
through
the
Patriot
defenses.
been called up only
23-yard
line.
ten days beforehand for his kicking services),
	The Jr. Bills took full advantage this time,
and the Jr. Bills’ lead was six.
	The defense stayed strong in the Patriots’ giving the ball to Lowry, who weaved his
first series of the second quarter despite a way in for a 23-yard touchdown run. This
see PIGSKIN, 18
successful fake punt on South’s part. On the
photo courtesy of dr. rick kuebel
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David Kirner

Reporter
hough St. Louis U. High’s varsity
soccer team has only two returning
starters from last year’s squad, head coach
Charles Martel thinks the team will compete.
“Every year we always have an influx of
JV players who contribute. That’s been the
case for the past three or four years. If that
occurs again and we get some help from our
seniors, we think we’re going to be pretty
competitive,” Martel said.
	As always, the Metro Catholic Conference (MCC) is looking very strong. “CBC is
much better this year,” said Martel. “I think
they’re the team to beat. Chaminade’s going
to be a lot better, just a notch below CBC. I
have a feeling Vianney may be ranked preseason number one. They’re very athletic,
very big, and fast. And DeSmet is always

T

Reporter
n Monday, the St. Louis U. High swim
team finally returned to its home pool
at Forest Park Community College (“FoPoCoCo”). For the past three weeks, the
team has been forced to practice at the
outside Webster Groves Aquatic Center
due to pool maintenance at FoPoCoCo.
In accordance with a federal law placed
in effect last year, the two main drains needed
to be replaced to lessen safety hazards. All
pools in the country have been forced to
change the drains, requiring a lengthy process
of draining the pool. With the drained pool,
the Community College decided to do overall
pool maintenance, including changing the
lights, painting the ceiling and upper deck
walls, retiling the inside of the pool, and
replacing the metal gutter along the pool
walls with blue tile.
	Although the pool needed repairs, it had
been scheduled to reopen by August 10, the

O

Will Bufe

first day of fall sports practice.
“The maintenance crews worked very
hard to get us in as soon as possible,” said
head coach Fritz Long, “but all the renovations compounded together took longer than
expected.”
This was not the first time the swim
team was unable to practice at the Forest
Park Community College pool. In the fall
of 2006, the pool was drained to install a
metal gutter around the edge of the pool.
Without the ability to use the pool, the team
participated in dry land only practices for the
first week.
“Although the conditions may not have
been the best,” said Long, “at least we were
able to have a pool to practice at for the first
three weeks.”
Since Webster is a public pool, the
team was forced to practice after pool hours
from 7:30pm until 9:30pm. With the last

Reporter
fter a stellar season and a humbling
second-place finish at state last year,
the St. Louis U. High cross country squad
enters 2009 with a tremendous amount of
talent. Nationally ranked seventeenth by
Harrier XC, the Junior Bills will be led
mostly by seniors in what will be a season
full of expectation. After months of offseason training, the team has shown to be
extremely deep, with competitive varsitycaliber runners all the way through the
third seven.
	Senior captain Caleb Ford says that there
will be a few things to keep in mind about
this season. “We will be very dominant in the
St. Louis area, but there are some very good
schools, Lee’s Summit North and Jefferson
City in particular. But I think our team is
looking really good, and getting better and
better.”
Ford hopes to break the 16:00 mark
this season, which would certainly make
him go down as one of the fastest in SLUH
history.
	Senior Captain Emmett Cookson, who
recently was forced into cutting off his dreadlocks as a result of the school’s dress code,
remarked, “I do not think it will affect me
mentally, because no matter what happens
to me, I’m always a ‘10’ up in my head,
that’s on a scale of one to ten, ten being the
highest.” He looks forward to the motivating challenge of attempting to beat his older
brother, Austin Cookson’s,’09, times from
his senior year.
Fifth-year coach Joe Porter said, “We’ve
got a pretty good team this year. We’re looking forward to seeing what we can do against
the rest of the state.”
	Perhaps one of the more surprising
developments during the offseason was the
emergence of senior Bill Franey as one of the
team’s fastest runners. “Coming off last track
season I knew there would be opportunity
to move up with a lot of the seniors gone.
I hope to prove to these guys that I can run
with them and do well in top seven races,”
Franey said after running an impressive 10:52
2-mile at the Alumni Race in mid-August.

see CATERPILLAR, 10

see XC, 10

tough … It’s going to be very competitive.”
	Preseason training has been going well
for the Treemanbills. Both Martel and assistant coach Charlie Clark are happy with
the team’s work ethic.
“From day one, I remember telling the
team that their work ethic and the seriousness
of their practices was really, really good,”
Martel said, “and it has continued throughout
the preseason.”
One of the team’s strengths is its fitness.
Clark’s Ajax summer running program has
seen great results.
“Ajax really helps us prepare for
competition by strengthening us mentally
and physically,” said senior defender Matt
Odem.
“SLUH players will work till physical
exhaustion,” said senior captain Joe Bet-

see PELE, 18

Swimming gets set after
5th place state finish
Chad Carson

the line
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Feature

The lives of
Brendan Langford and Jacob
Ritz

Nick Fandos
Features Editor
n the morning of June 26, a small single-engine plane
crashed just beyond the runway of Gaston’s White River
Resort while attempting take off for the trip home to St. Louis.
On board were St. Louis U. High rising sophomores Brendan
Langford, Jacob Ritz, and Joshua Beckerle, as well as alumnus
and father Warren Langford, ‘75 and father Donald Beckerle.
While Joshua and Donald Beckerle survived the crash, Ritz,
Brendan Langford, and Warren Langford all died in the collision
and its aftermath.
	Now summer has passed by, and once again classes have begun in the halls of the Backer Memorial, bringing the reaches of
the SLUH community together again, allowing a new chance for
reunited classmates and friends, as well as strangers, to look around
themselves and remember who is missing, and what they meant.
*			
*			
*
Jacob Ritz wanted to go to SLUH all of his life. When it came
time to apply to high school, it was his only choice, and in the fall
of 2008 Ritz fulfilled that dream and began his freshman year as a
Junior Billiken.
“He was always so proud to be a
SLUH student,” said Jacob’s mother
Lisa Ritz in a teary interview with the
Prep News this week. “He loved every
minute he was there.”
	Ritz was a standout baseball player
throughout grade school and planned
to play at the high school level. But
once Ritz began the school year he
changed course, deciding instead that
his short-term athletic future should be
in inline hockey, a sport he had played
for several years.
Lisa Ritz explained that although
Ritz
Ritz played inline through the fall, he
chose to concentrate on academics for the rest of the year, limiting
his social and athletic endeavors in favor of studying.
	At school, Ritz established a small group of really good friends,
according to Lisa Ritz. He lifted weights three days a week after
school and spent most of his free activity periods playing hacky
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Jacob Ritz and Brendan Langford on a fishing trip

sack with friends.
	Outside of school Ritz was a family man, spending time with
family and doing things for others. Lisa Ritz explained that Jacob
was happiest when helping others, especially when they did not
know it, often cutting neighbors’ lawns when they were out of town
or volunteering with seniors at his local community center.
Lisa Ritz also said that Jacob was interested in the environment,
frequently going with his girlfriend to the park where, together, they
would pick up trash.
Sophomore Jack Witthaus remembers that Ritz would also fix
up old hockey pucks and sticks to give to underprivileged kids who
wanted to learn to play hockey.
Witthaus met Ritz in Frank Kovarik’s freshman English class.
where he sat between Ritz and Brendan Langford. The three became
friends, and Witthaus remembers Ritz and Langford constantly jabbering back and forth in class.
Witthaus explained that Ritz, while a little bit more reserved
was a really good person. “I don’t think Jake ever said anything bad
about me or about anyone.”
	Sophomore James Griffard met Ritz in global history class. He
and Ritz bonded as the year went on, and they shared stories about
their childhoods in North County and Ritz taught Griffard the art
of hacky sack.
“He never quit, and he never stopped smiling,” said Griffard
of Ritz.
Ritz spent the final days of his life doing one of the many things
he loved: fishing.
“I know Jake was in love with fishing. It was his thing,” said
Joshua Beckerle, who was on the trip with Ritz and Langford.
“He was really, really happy at SLUH and really enjoyed the new
... friends he made,” said Lisa Ritz. “He was so proud of SLUH.”
In regards to what might be learned from Ritz, Griffard said,
“We should be grateful for the challenges we face because they
make us stronger. I think that is a perfect example of the way Jake
lived his life.”
*			
*			
*
	Before most of his future classmates had even begun to think
about high school, Brendan Langford was already spending time at
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SLUH. Langford began hitting instruction with baseball coach Steve
Nicollerat during the summer of sixth grade. Upon completion of
the hitting sessions, Langford’s father, Warren Langford, asked if
Brendan could work at Nicollerat’s SLUH summer baseball camp.
The answer was yes, and Brendan began
work that summer and continued the next
two years.
“Sometimes Brendan would wake up
at six o’ clock in the morning, and while his
dad played hockey, he would wait in the car
and sleep ... before driving down to Heine
Meine for camp,” said Nicollerat, speaking
of Langford’s determination to help.
	The camps and subsequent hitting instruction, as well as support from his father,
led Langford to SLUH as a freshman in the
fall of 2008. He tried out for football, made the team and was the
backup quarterback. In the winter, Langford tried out for basketball,
but did not make the team, and in the spring, he was cut from the
freshman baseball team as well. Langford, nevertheless, planned
to continue his work at SLUH’s baseball camps.
“Brendan understood that sometimes what we were trying to
do out there had nothing to do with baseball,” said Nicollerat. He
explained that Langford’s great empathy made him an asset for the
kids at camp and Nicollerat planned on his continued help.		
	Brendan was known among friends for his unparalleled love
of life.
Langford and Joshua Beckerle shared five classes their freshman
year, and after both received a scolding in Rosemary Queatham’s
freshman theology class on the first day of school, quickly became
good friends.

Beckerle recalled one exploit the two shared when their P.E.
class was cancelled one day and history teacher James Erler decided
the class should review their tests as an alternative. Langford and
Beckerle disagreed and snuck out of class and into the pool hall
where they passed the period playing bubble hockey instead.
“He didn’t care what anybody thought,”
said Langford’s long-time friend sophomore
Trevor Dorand, adding that Langford was
always having fun or getting in to trouble.
Dorand specifically noted Langford’s dramatic sliding entrances down the hallway
each day.
Langford’s mother, Jennifer Langford
noted that he was not afraid to have manners,
or to forgive or to be generous. She said that
in first grade Langford won a raffle and received $25 to spend at the school book fair.
After buying himself a book, Langford went on to buy his mother
and sisters each a book, but after running out of money he had to
settle on only a bookmark for his father.
Jennifer Langford also recounted another book fair when
Langford was in fifth grade at which he purchased a large book
on the human brain. The book cost more than Langford had been
given to spend so the women working the fair covered the difference
because they were so impressed with Langford’s interest. When
Langford explained the situation to his mother she was upset. But
then he shared his reason for buying the book: he wanted to be a
brain surgeon. Langford kept that dream with him for the rest of
his life.
	Upon looking through Langford’s papers after his death, Jennifer
Langford discovered one written in September of 2008 regarding
SLUH. It read: “Once I was at SLUH I felt God was present everywhere and in everyone. I sensed Him.”

(from 1)
of questions.”
	As for the class of 2012, the administration determined that
rather than rush into a school memorial, the first quarter sophomore
class Mass on Sept. 18 will become a memorial Mass for Langford
and Ritz. St. Louis Archbishop Robert Carlson has volunteered to
preside over the Mass, and a sophomore class reception will follow
for the remainder of the day “to let (sophomores) remember and
grieve and pray and celebrate the lives of their classmates in an
extended period of time,” according to Laughlin.
Jenn Langford, mother of Brendan and wife of Rocky, and Lisa
Ritz, mother of Jacob, will both attend the Mass.
“I’m really looking forward to it, although it’ll be difficult seeing all the boys,” said Lisa Ritz.
“It’s a good way to honor them,” said Beckerle.
	The whole SLUH community has engaged in supporting the
Langford and Ritz families.
“People are coming forth with prayer services, with Masses,
intentions, food, all sorts of things,” said Jenn Langford. “It’s really
been amazing and overwhelming.” She also said that the SLUH

student presence at Brendan’s funeral showed “an awesome community spirit.”
“I think Rocky and Brendan would be very impressed,” said
Jenn Langford. “It’s really comforting to know that everyone is
there for me.”
“Students have called and sent notes that really meant a lot,”
said Lisa Ritz. “The Mothers’ Club has done more than you can
imagine.”
Specifically, the mothers’ club sent care packages to the Ritz and
Langford families on the first day of school, which Jenn Langford
described as “a hard day knowing that’s where Brendan should
be.”
	Administrators have also kept in contact with the families.
“Mr. Laughlin has been a constant support to me. He calls
regularly to see if there’s anything he can do or if there’s anything
SLUH can do,” said Lisa Ritz.
“I really feel that Mr. Laughlin’s done a good job of making it
clear to the families: ‘Your sons are a part of this class, and they’re
going to be a part of this class all the way through,’” said Principal
John Moran.
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Aston pulls one out of the park
Senior’s home run derby story
Rob Bertucci

“I saw that it was heading right towards me,” said Aston. “I
Sports Editor
realized that I had a shot to catch it, and I went for it.”
itting in the front row of the bleacher seats in Busch Stadium,
Aston reached into play and extended Jimmy “Baseball”
St. Louis U. High senior Cole Aston watched Cardinals star Edmonds-esque to snag the ball, turning a very long out for Pujols
Albert Pujols take his hacks during the All-Star game Home Run into a home run. Although some called for fan interference, the ball
Derby but never expected to be one of the stars. With seven outs was ruled a home run, and Aston’s heroics proved to be crucial for
and only two home runs, Pujols laced a ball towards the Cardi- Pujols.
nal bullpen, and Aston zeroed in on the ball, leaned out over the
The All-Star first baseman hit exactly five home runs in the round
field, and pulled the home run into the stands, holding it high and forced a swing-off, which he won to advance to the second round.
above his head for the home crowd to see.
Pujols’s night ended in the second round as he struggled to keep up
Aston attended the Derby on July 13 with his brother Kenny. with the two front-runners, Nelson Cruz and Prince Fielder.
The two acquired their seats
“It’s a crazy feeling
in section 505 at the SLUH
knowing that I kept Pujols
Cashbah last year.
alive,” said Aston.
“I was supposed to be sitAlmost immediately
ting in seat four in the first row,
after the catch, Aston started
but the guy next to me wanted
receiving a seemingly endto trade seats,” Aston said.
less stream of texts, calls,
Aston ended up in seat one,
and voicemails.
just to the left of the Cardinal
“I was getting phone
bullpen in right-center field.
calls like three at a time, so I
With three left-handed batters
couldn’t talk to everybody,”
participating, the two brothers
said Aston. “I tried to go
figured they had a good chance
through and read all my text
of catching a home run ball.
messages, but they just kept
“We were ready to catch
coming.”
a home run,” Aston said. “But
Aston ended up with
Aston (center) celebrates his catch and Pujols’ home run at
July’s Home Run Derby.
we definitely thought it would be a lefty. We
84 texts from family and friends – some of
knew Pujols can pretty much hit it anywhere, but we were thinking whom he had not spoken to for years – who had witnessed the grab
we had a good chance when Joe Mauer, Prince Fielder, and Carlos on ESPN’s national broadcast.
Pena were at the plate.”
However, Aston’s Web Gem transcended the Home Run Derby
However, the three lefties came and went without giving Aston and the All-Star Game festivities and the game of baseball itself. For
a chance to flash his leather. Fielder pounded several home runs every home run that was hit in the Home Run Derby, State Farm
to right-center, but they only teased the fans in the front row. His donated $5000 to the Boys and Girls Club of America.
moon-shots soared deep into the stands and left Aston staring at the
“It feels great to know that I could help raise money like that,”
delirious fans above him.
Aston said. “That’s almost as cool as making Sports Center after
As the hometown favorite, Pujols was the eighth contestant to the game.”
step into the box, the last in the first round. Hopes ran high among
Currently, the baseball is sitting in a protective case in Aston’s
the St. Louis fans as the slugger dug in. The first baseman needed room. He is hopeful that he can get the ball autographed by Pujols,
at least five first-round home runs to force a swing-off with Mauer his favorite player.
and Pena but struggled to keep pace with the mark.
“When I hold the ball in my hands I can feel Pujols alive in it,”
With three outs left and only two home runs on the board, Pujols Aston said. “It is one of the greatest moments of my life, and I will
connected with a pitch and sent a laser flying towards Aston.
definitely remember it for a long time.”
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ìI donít think thereís anything out there I can be afraid of.î
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cool weeks, the team often practiced in frigid
waters with an outside temperature of around
60 degrees.
“The pool was freezing, especially in the
morning. I’ve never been in a colder pool in
the past years as a swimmer,” said freshman
Jerome Laforest.
	The majority of the team shared Laforest’s feelings about the pool. “I’m actually
glad to be returning to FoPo after those
cold night practices,” said senior Andrew
Danter.
	The highlight of the practices came when
Long utilized the pool’s facilities for a set of
exercises. The set consisted of going down
the large slide followed by laps around the
lazy river upstream.
“That set was probably one of the most
memorable moments of my SLUH swimming career,” said Danter. “The only thing
that beat it was lining Elm Street in Webster
doing jumping jacks in speedos.”
“Even with the changes at the start of
the year, I have hopes for a promising year
coming off of our fantastic fifth-place State
finish last year,” said Long.
With the loss of many state-qualifying
teammates such as diver Mick Dell’Orco,
’09, and swimmer Will Derdeyn, ’09, the
team will be looking to its current senior
class to fill their void. The effort will be
led by newly-elected senior captains Dan
Schmidt, Daniel Pike, George Staley, and
John Helling.

Sports
XC
“We’ll have to make up their loss in other
places. In looking at the numbers, the team
is broader than we’ve had in past years,” said
Long. “We have more guys this year that
are ready to make a name for themselves, so
I’m expecting this to be a breakout year for
some upperclassmen.”
While the team may be losing many
individual state qualifiers, the depth of the
team promises for more relay qualifiers than
in past years.
“While our first meet is against a very
tough opponent (Parkway West), the true
predictor of the season will be Marquette
Relays,” Long said. “At Marquette, you
have to have a lot of depth in every stroke
to do well.”
The first meet of the year was last night
against Parkway West, a team who has defeated SLUH in past years.
In past years, divers Dell’Orco and Ryan
Berger ,’09, have accounted for a great deal
of points at Marquette Relays. Even so, Long
believes that “the divers this year will still
be a huge contributing factor to our team.
They’re more prepared and better then they
were at the end of last year.”
In addition to a promising season from
upperclassmen, the incoming freshman class
will be a beneficial part to the team.
“This incoming class adds to our depth
and adds variety to our stroke. They have
a lot of potential to help this team out this
year,” said Long.

EXLAX
(from 5)

a great shot on goal, but it was stopped by
the Rockhurst keeper.
On the other half of the field, Saville
made a miraculous save to keep the Jr. Bills
alive. Midfielder Phil Azar,’09, completed his
first and only assist of the season to Fonke,
who buried the game winner in the back of
the net. The newly-crowned State champions
celebrated their 11-10 victory on the field.
“When I saw the shot hit the back of
the net, I threw my stick up in the air and
jumped into the dog pile,” said Meagher. “I
was sort of stunned. It was such a long game
that all I could think of was it’s finally over,
we finally won.”
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“The feeling that I had after we won that
game was beyond excitement,” said senior
defenseman Adam Clark. “That was one of
the best moments of my SLUH career.”
	The Cradlebills ended their season with
an exceptional record of 18-3. Several players were showered with All-State honors:
Meagher, Fonke, Hof, Saville, and graduate
attack Andrew Howe were awarded with
first team All-State, and Hof was named an
All-American.

(from 6)

	Tim McLaughlin, another senior, has
battled a tough road en route to a top seven
position, after a busy school workload caused
him to forego his junior track season. He
said, “Well, track…take it or leave it, I left
it…but you know what? Track is in the past.
I’m thinking about this present season…I’m
going to give it my all.”
	But cross country is more than just a
competitive sport. Senior captain Bill Gabler
explains that there’s a “community aspect.
We have over 100 guys on the team…very
exciting stuff. Everybody is very into it. I
enjoy seeing the top guys go, all the way
down to the slowest guy on the team.”
	Running a varsity race is a very honorable privilege on this team, as it is a very
competitive ladder to climb to the top seven.
SLUH tends to use its second and third seven
in varsity races throughout the season in order
to give more guys an opportunity to race at
the varsity level, which all of them would
do at almost any school in the area.
“The depth of the team is pretty clear…
last year out at Rim Rock or Findley, you have
in the JV meet almost complete domination.
You don’t see that kind of depth on other
teams,” said senior Charlie Stoltze, currently
a member of the second seven. “As for my
role, I try to stay in there and help lead. The
seniors have really got to step up.”
	The Junior Bills have got talent that any
coach would beg for. The Boys in Blue begin
the quest for November glory today at 4:00
at McNair Park in St. Charles.

Want to
do the PN?
Come up the J220 after
school today to try your
hand at journalism! In this
risk-free, painless, and free
one-week trial, you can see
how the Prep News works.
What fun!
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Navarro arrives from Tran joins St. Louis
Ursuline Academy U. High Jesuits, set
to teach theology
to teach computers
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Patrick O’Leary
Core Staff
ith a B.S. in Electrical Engineering from Washington University, Diego Navarro
joined the St. Louis U. High theology department this year. Wait,
if he has an electrical engineering major, why is he teaching
theology?
	Navarro, born in Madrid,
Spain, and raised in St. Louis, gets
Theology teacher Diego Navarro
his Spanish heritage and name
from his father, a native Spaniard. His mom met his father while
studying abroad in college. Navarro did not grow up in Spain but
visits family there regularly.
	After graduating from Priory, Navarro studied electrical engineering at Washington University, but after realizing his calling,
he pursued his masters’ degree in theology and philosophy at the
Aquinas Institute.
	Navarro said that he had previously “wanted a job that paid
a lot” but re-evaluated after a trip to Kanzania, Kenya, where he
performed service work. Navarro said that he saw how oppressed by
poverty many of the people there were and how happy they remained.
photo by connor blanquart
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Jack Witthaus
Reporter
ohn Lan Tran, S.J., will be
coming to St. Louis U. High
to teach two sections of freshman Computer Fundamentals.
Tran comes from Rockhurst High
School in Kansas City, where he
was involved with the Regis Club
and coached freshman soccer.
	After graduating from North
Kansas City High School, Tran
attended Rockhurst University to Computer teacher John Lan Tran, S.J.
study physics and computer science. After graduating, Tran worked
for the Midwest Research Institute for six years as an environmental
scientist, performing air quality tests and writing software for the
company. After getting laid off, he became a waiter.
	Tran followed a unique path to the Jesuits. Born in North
Vietnam, his family had to flee south to avoid the communist North
Vietnamese Army. After Tran’s father left to fight the North Vietnamese, Tran’s family managed a way to get Tran and his brother
out of the country.
In the course of being smuggled out, Tran and his brother were
separated. Tran ended up with an aunt and spent two months moving

photo by connor blanquart
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Gioia to teach Latin classes this year
John Sachs
Reporter
ames Gioia, ‘93, returns to St. Louis U.
High this year as a Latin teacher and
assistant volleyball coach.
	Gioia comes as a replacement for Dr.
Mary Lee McConaghy, who entered semiretirement this year. Gioia will teach two
sections each of sophomore and junior Latin,
while McGonaghy remains to teach Greek
to seniors.
	Gioia comes to SLUH from DeSmet,
where he taught Latin and coached volleyball for six years. Gioia also taught Spanish
at DeSmet through the Alumni Service
Corps (ASC) program after completing college. In addition to his work at DeSmet, Gioia
also worked as a teacher’s assistant for three
years at the University of Kansas.

photo by connor blanquart
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Latin teacher James Gioia

Of his first days at SLUH, Gioia said,
“The students seem really receptive and
friendly. It feels really good to be in this
school.”
	Gioia graduated from SLUH in 1993
before attending college at Truman State
University, where he took his first Latin class
during his junior year.

see TRAN, 15

	Gioia will also be working as assistant
coach on both varsity and junior varsity
volleyball teams. He joins head coach Paul
Scovill and assistant Dan Becvar. Junior
Willie Whealen said, “He’s a really good
coach. He’s definitely going to make this
year a lot better.”
In addition to his duties with volleyball,
Gioia will also be assuming leadership of both
the Latin Club and the Latin “Dream Team”
that makes an annual trip to the Certamen
competition in Columbia, Mo.
“The Latin Team here is really ambitious
and really motivated, so I think I’ll have a
different experience just because of how
motivated the students are,” Gioia said.
Junior Maxwell Waters said, “I think that
Mr. Gioia is going to be a knockout coach.
It’s going to be fantastic.”
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New Teachers
Moore working in Buha teaching globtheater, teaching
al history, coaching
theater tech
sophomore football
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Frank Schumacher
Reporter
hose who follow the sound of power drills and venture into
the crew shop will discover Timothy Moore acclimating to
his new position as the Theater Tech teacher and manager for the
program after school that prepares the sets for the plays.
	A native of Marine, Illinois, Moore attended Triad High in Troy,
Illinois, and from there went to Southwestern Illinois College to
receive his bachelor’s degree in Fine Arts. He also attended Webster
University in St. Louis to work
toward his degree in Technical
Productions.
	Moore has worked for
many different companies and
theaters. His first major job
was with the Image Technical
Corporation, a well-known
company that does work all
over the country. He has also
worked in town for theaters
such as the Reperatory Theater
and the Opera Theater of St.
Louis.
Theater tech teacher Timothy Moore
	Moore found out about the opening at St. Louis U. High in
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and jumped at the opportunity to work
here. With his position at SLUH, however, comes his first teaching
experience. Looking forward to the new experience, Moore said
that his class “should be fun” and that he is working with a “good
bunch of boys.”
	Senior Chris Burnworth, who has worked in theater tech for
the past couple years and who knew the previous theater tech staff
members very well, said “Mr. Moore is a really nice guy. He knows
what he is doing, and he is good to work with.”
Senior Alex Gable, who is also a veteran of the theater tech
program, said, “Moore is bringing change to the program, but in a
good way. I’m excited about the new ideas.”

T
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Swimming Nightbeat
Last night, the swim team participated in its first meet of the year
at Parkway West. While the meet saw several state-qualifications,
SLUH lost to Parkway West by a score of 97 to 89. Senior Dan
Schmidt qualified in both the 50 Yard Freestyle and the 100 Yard
Freestyle. The team also qualified in the 400 Yard Free Relay.
“Although we lost,” said Coach Long, “we saw a lot of good
swims and virtually every swimmer was able to compete today,
which is hard with such a large team.”
-Chad Carson

Joe Earsom
Reporter
atthew Buha is the newest member of the Social Studies
Department. Buha, who holds a degree in history from the
University of Missouri, joins the faculty after a three-year tenure
at Rockwood Summit High School in St. Louis County.
While at Rockwood Summit, Buha taught U.S. History, Sociology, and Psychology,
making him a renaissance
Social Studies teacher of
sorts.
	At SLUH, Buha will
teach both Global I and II
courses and coach the JV
football team.
	Outside of school,
Buha enjoys cooking “anything and everything” and
reading. His two favorite
authors are the famous
American historian Howard
Zinn and renowned Russian
History teacher Matthew Buha
expert Simon Montefiore.
Undoubtedly, Buha will find himself at home in the Social Studies
office, as several of his contemporaries share very similar interests.
“My biggest joy [in teaching] is to see kids come into school at
fourteen and walk out at seventeen or eighteen and see them grow,”
said Buha.
	Buha also added that he loves the fact that, as a teacher, he has
the ability to keep learning and thus expanding his knowledge.
	Sophomore Justin Ramacotti praised Buha’s teaching style,
saying “We get things done, but it’s a relaxed environment.”

M
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MAY
(from 4)
ulty. Moran said that the school will seek a full-time math teacher
to fill May’s job for next school year.
“He had a very unique concept of math,” said May’s former
student senior Andrew Danter. Danter also noted May’s passion for
baseball as “the only true sport.”
“I’m very grateful to St. Louis University High School. I think it
is a blessed place,” said May. “Some very wonderful personal things
have happened to me in those years and it was a great experience
for me.”
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STARS among seniors
Eric Mueth

Staff
ive St. Louis U. High seniors spent six
weeks of their summer at the University of Missouri-St. Louis (UMSL) in the
annual Students and Teachers as Research
Scientists (STARS) program.
	After applying in March, seniors Andrew
Kastner, Tony Melillo, Ben Minden-Birkenmaier, Frank Schumacher and Quin Thames
were accepted as five of 73 participants in
the STARS program, which began on June
8 and ended on July 17.
	Each student worked with a partner
and a practicing research mentor during the
program to do research on a specific project
and write a fifteen to twenty page technical
report that they presented at the end of the
six weeks. In addition, students heard talks
two times a week from scientists and guest
speakers.
Kastner worked in St. Louis University’s
psychology labs running experiments on
sleep deprivation in rats with a student from

F

Maplewood-Richmond Heights High School
and research mentor Dr. Michael Anch from
SLU.
Kastner liked the fact that he was actually
involved in the heart of the work, saying, “I
felt as though I was included from the very
beginning.”
	Schumacher noted that it was neat to
work in professional labs with professional
equipment. Schumacher’s research paper on
lung cancer, as well as Kastner’s psychology
paper, reached an astounding 38 pages; both
confirmed that it was the biggest paper they
had ever written.
In addition to Schumacher and Kastner,
Melillo worked with a student from another
school. His project was a C++ program on
2-D electron circular distribution. He worked
at Washington University-St. Louis (Wash.
U.) with Dr. Richard Mabbs as his mentor.
	Although Schumacher, Kastner, and
Melillo worked with partners from other
schools, Minden-Birkenmaier and Thames

see ALCHEMY, 19

S c i e n c e C l u b Fo s s i l Fe ve r
Conor Gearin

Core Staff
ot many people get the opportunity to
be the first human to look upon the
fossilized remains of Triceratops, hidden
for 65 million years only to suddenly poke
out from beneath the clay after erosion
brought them to the surface.
However, ten St. Louis U. High students
and their leaders, Science Club Moderator
Steve Kuensting and junior Zak Otten’s
father Dave Otten, got such a chance this
summer. The SLUH Science Club/Venture
Crew, along with Sam Geerling, a junior at
Barat Academy, and Geerling’s father, under
the direction of employees and volunteers
from the St. Louis Science Center, went on
the Science Center’s Paleotrek program from
June 5 to July 4.
However, the trip was no skylark: the
terrain of the badlands near Jordan, Montana,
Paleotrek’s destination, is a challenging
landscape of undulating steep hills, called
buttes, and very steep hollows between them,

N

called coulees. Furthermore, extreme dry
heat and sun exposure lead to water loss.
Trekkers needed at least a gallon of water a
day to stay hydrated. Science Club moderator
Steve Kuensting called the area “bizarre.”
“The reason why we do (normal Science
Club) trips the way we do them is partly so
that we can do stuff like that,” said Kuensting.
He said that the difficulty of Science
Club’s winter excursions allowed them to
conquer the badlands. Experiences such as
the retreat from Paddy Creek Wilderness
Area during conditions of heavy rain in
near-freezing temperatures (see PN 72, issue
22) gave the Venturers valuable experience
in conditions as difficult as those in the
badlands.
“(Students) understood the water situation, they had sunscreen, they had their sun
clothing, the right food,” said Kuensting.
	The cost of the trip stayed low due to
generous support from the Science Center

see MICROBES, 19

T h e o l o g y
Dept. Retreat
Kevin Kimes

Reporter
he theology department spent Monday at the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet Motherhouse in south St. Louis
for a day of prayer and reflection on the
theology curriculum at SLUH.
	Rob Garavaglia, the chairman of the
theology department, set up and coordinated
the retreat.
The first thing the teachers did when they
arrived at the Motherhouse was an “examen”
on what teaching at a Jesuit school meant to
them and on the graces and challenges within
the department. Teachers reflected on which
direction they wanted to go in the future, as
individuals and as a department. The teachers
paired up to discuss these reflections, and then
later discussed them as a whole group.
	Theology teacher Brian Gilmore, when
asked about what he thought about the
reflections, said, “Personally, hearing my
colleagues’ thoughts about what it means to
them to teach theology at SLUH was inspiring
to me as I attempt to improve my methods
and find traction within the department.”
Later in the afternoon, the teachers
discussed how their current curriculum fit
directives that come from the American
bishops, who would like to standardize what
is taught in high school theology classes
sometime in the future. The teachers agreed
that their current curriculum covers the material of most of the directives, even though it
may not be in the exact the order the bishops
would like.
	The teachers also debated on the
sophmore theology curriculum, some teachers believing that there was simply too much
information crammed into the course, especially during the second semester. Finally,
the teachers exchanged what they believed
to be their most effective lesson plans and
returned to SLUH.
	Gilmore said, “I think the retreat went
very well, both in allowing us to wrestle
with some important topics and develop a
better sense of community within the department.”

T
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DANIS FIELD HOUSE
(from 1)
ment and facilities, the fieldhouse also sports
new lighting and heating controls to make
the building environmentally friendly. According to Rankin, to be more cost effective
there are four separate HVAC systems, one
for the wrestling room and three for the rest
of the building. Maintained by a computer,
the HVAC systems shut off when no one is
present and can also be programed to follow
a daily off-and-on cycle. Most of the lights
in the fieldhouse have no switches and automatically switch on or off when someone
enters or leaves a room. For areas where
more control is needed, such as the basketball
courts, the light fixtures, each containing six
T5 bulbs, are managed by a Crestron system,
which allows for a two-, four-, or six-bulb
settings. According to Rankin, the T5 bulbs
are “as green as you can be with fluorescent
lights.”
Construction of the fieldhouse officially
began on May 7, 2008 during an inside
ground-breaking ceremony in front of students, faculty, and benefactors following the
end of the year Mass. Originally estimated
to take 15 months and $10 million, SLUH
and BSI worked together to have the building
completed by the autumn of 2009. Despite
some problems such as heavy summer rain,
the required deconstruction of a wall, and the
addition of a low retaining wall and plaster
to the walls, all the major construction was

ZIMBRA
(from 2)
“What we are trying to do is create a
culture where students check (their accounts)
every day,” he said. “There’s a learning curve.
It’ll take some time.”
“(Every student is) responsible for the
contents of (his) inbox,” said technology
consultant John Haefele.
	The e-mail accounts are on the platform
Zimbra, an offshoot of Yahoo, and are accessible either at mail.sluh.org or through
the link under the “Students” section of the
school web site. The account’s username and
password are the same as a student would
use to access his personal school computer
account. The address is one’s student number
followed by “@sluh.org.” The old student
accounts at student.sluh.org are still online
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completed by July 10 when SLUH received
official ownership from BSI, according to
Rankin.
“I think that (the schedule) has been
pretty close, and exceeded a little bit, but
that doesn’t mean there hasn’t been these
starts and stops that happened over the course
of that ... I never felt we were out of communication on the timelines of the project,”
said President David Laughlin, who believes
the project will end under the estimated $10
million budget.
“There are punchlists of things being
managed by me and the other owners that
need to be touched-up ... but I imagine they
will be completely done in a couple weeks,”
said Rankin.
	Rankin hopes that he and his facility department will have the minor fix-ups
completed and SLUH sports plaques and
banners placed by Sept. 25 for the dedication ceremony of the Danis Fieldhouse. The
Danis family will be recognized at the event
for their support of V2K.
“Back in the campaign, the Danis family
had talked to Fr. Paul about wanting to be lead
donors for a recreation space and in my time,
I was going back to them to continue that
generosity, and they responded greatly for us
to be able to achieve this,” said Laughlin.
Response to the fieldhouse has been
positive since it opened. So far, only the basketball teams have had major exposure to the

new facility as SLUH held three basketball
camps during July. Football has also taken
advantage of the conference area to review
their last game.
“It is fantastic just in that so many people
get the chance to use it,” said basketball coach
John Ross. “With the basketball camps it
was nice because it didn’t feel so cramped.
Whenever you add another court, more
people can play and less are sitting out. You
have more options on what you can do.”
“It is state-of-the-art and to have the
ability to spread out and discuss the game,”
said football coach Gary Kornfeld, who had
to use his previous smaller office in the past
to review games. “We’re spoiled. Wonderful
to have it.”
	This year though, there will be no V2K
construction as SLUH is about to enter another planning stage. According to Laughlin,
SLUH does have a general master plan that
for the next project, the multipurpose commons cafeteria, but states it is more conceptual. Laughlin hopes that he and the board
will be able to start more of their planning
after the Danis Fieldhouse is completely
finished.
“Once (the Danis Fieldhouse) is completed, we’ll move onto thinking about the
next piece … I am really proud of what is
there. I think-like a lot like the rest of our
campus-it is a building that should stand the
test of time,” said Laughlin.

and will remain so until the end of the first
quarter to allow students to forward any emails they would like to keep.
	After class meetings on Aug. 25, students
registered their iPod Touches, laptops, etc. in
order to maintain their access to SLUHnet.
Another registration period will take place
on Monday, Sept. 14 for those students that
forgot to or were unable to register earlier.
Once a device is registered, no network log
in is required.
“Inside the building, it’s seamless,”
Rittenhouse said of accessing the internet
with a personal device. He mentioned that
several programs, such as instant messaging,
will not work simply because the required
port is blocked by the firewall. “If there is
a legitimate desire or application (of a pro-

gram), a certain port could be opened on the
firewall,” he concluded.

Family
Mass
This year’s first SLUH family Mass
will take place on Sunday, Sept. 14
at 9 a.m. All are welcome to come
celebrate to Eucharist as a school
community.
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(from 4)
The profits should last STUCO the whole
year and will subsidize many of the school’s
activities and student functions. Much of it
will support the school’s other clubs and
organizations, but portions will contribute to
prom costs, barbecues, Spring Fling, T-shirt
sales, and Spirit Week. STUCO also donates
to charities, including its own fall and spring
fundraisers.
	The funds will also cover STUCO’s
recent purchases of eighteen gallons of paint
for the Running of the Bills and Blue Crew
and of STUCO shirts, which they ordered to
create a more visible presence in the community.
STUCO co-moderator Rob Evans
explained the shirt order: “(STUCO) can
wear them every Tuesday as an opportunity
to be more visible and more professional as
a student government organization.”
	As usual, STUCO advertised with a
trailer, a multitude of flyers in the hallways,
and Facebook invitations in addition to promotions at girls schools.
Junior John Milner said that the popularity of the Back-to-School Mixer sustains
itself. He said, “When you go to girls schools,
they all want to go to the SLUH mixer. They
write it on their calendar, they do whatever.
They’re like, I want to go to that. I’m going
to make sure I keep that Saturday free.”
In its second year on a Saturday, the
mixer shattered last year’s lingering concerns
that a Saturday mixer would not attract as
many people. After having an estimated 2500

mixer-goers last year on a night that conflicted
with the Missouri-Illinois football game and
a Lil’Wayne concert, this year’s 3200 proved
that having it on a Saturday will not limit
attendance. Student Body President Kevin
Mueller said that the mixer will probably
continue on Saturdays since SLUH’s varsity
football team no longer opens its seasons on
a Thursday night.
The excessively large crowd did present
difficulties, though. The volume of dancers
near the stage consistently pressed forward
and threatened to topple the speakers.
Kesterson said that the administration and
STUCO will have to consider problems and
brainstorm possible solutions. “Maybe we
have to put up some sort of barrier,” he said.
“We haven’t really sat and evaluated some
of the things we need to do.”
	Chaperones checked attendees at random or on suspicion of alcohol throughout
the night, but no one was found to have had
any alcohol.
	Mueller said that although STUCO
was not directly involved in enforcement
of the alcohol policy, they strongly backed
the administration on the issue. “We tried
to get that information propagated that we
were going to breathalyze,” he explained.
	Milner pointed out that although the
increased enforcement seemed effective,
some people might have perceived it as lax
in comparison to girls’ schools, which tend to
breathalyze everyone and have more police
at their mixers. “This was more like if you
look drunk, then you get breathalyzed,” he

observed.
Kesterson admitted that ultimately the
responsibility to stay sober and maintain a
safe environment belongs to the students.
“You guys have the answer to that better
than I do whether or not that message got
through,” he said.
	Other measures such as the 8:00 cut-off
and an express line made admission to the
mixer more streamlined and efficient and
helped prevent problems in combination
with the breathalyzer policy. No one was
admitted after 8:00 except for a few who all
received written permission from Kesterson
beforehand.
Kesterson explained the reasoning behind the policy: “If people are showing up at
9:00, I don’t know what they’ve been doing
in the two hours they should have been at
the mixer.”
	Evans said that several carloads of girls
did show up after 8:00 and were denied entrance. However, no SLUH students came
after the cut-off.
	Despite these numerous measures taken
to tackle potential problems, Mueller still
hoped to retain the fun at the heart of the
event. He said, “I wanted the spirit to still
be there, the same vibe you get when you
go to the Back-to-School Mixer.”
	By most opinions, he and the rest of
STUCO succeeded in that respect. Kesterson
termed it “arguably one of the better mixers”
in memory. “It’s great because you guys make
it great,” he said.

(from 11)
around refugee camps in countries outside
of Vietnam. Only fourteen years old, Tran
eventually made his way to Kansas City
where he lived with an aunt. He was only
fourteen years old. “I was the only one living
in the states until my mom and (six of) my
siblings joined me here,” Tran recalled.
While attending North Kansas City
High School, Tran met Julian Elizalde S.J.,
a Spanish priest who helped out with parish
retreats. Tran grew close to Elizalde, who
would eventually be one of the reasons Tran
decided to become a Jesuit.
	After college, Tran grappled with a tough

decision. He felt drawn to the priesthood, but
there was a problem. He said that the decision
to become a Jesuit “took (him) a while. Part
of it was because my family situation. I was
the only one in the states, and I had to help
my family financially.”
	Three to four years after working for the
Midwest Research Institute, Tran decided to
become a Jesuit and entered the novitiate in
1997. Since then, Tran has earned degrees
in philosophy and Licentiate in Theology.
	Tran has been very impressed with
SLUH so far. “We have a long tradition here
and we do well at what we do,” Tran said. As
far as teaching goes, Tran really cares about

being a good teacher. But, when asked if he
is a Mac or a PC guy, Tran is indifferent. “I
really don’t care.” He chuckled. “They are
both good systems.”

TRAN
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NEW RULES
(from 2)
ered the case. “I certainly listened to what
people said (last year),” including various
students and Assistant to the Assistant Principal Marla Maurer, Kesterson said.
“I don’t have a problem with (Birkenstocks), I never have,” said Maurer.
“Ultimately, it’s my decision, and the
question for me was, do (Birkenstocks and
similar shoes) fit within what we’re trying
to do with the dress code,” said Kesterson.
The answer he decided on was yes.
“I thought they were going to do away
with (Birkenstocks) completely this year,
but they didn’t, and I was really happy,” said
senior Andrew Kresyman.
	The reasons for the admittance of plaid
shorts were similar. “I think plaid shorts can
be classy,” said Kesterson. “I think they can
look sharp.”
“They’re in style right now, so why not?”
said Maurer.
“Personally, I own a number of plaid
shorts,” said junior Marc Fernan. The new
rule allows him to utilize this significant portion of his wardrobe—about 7 or 8 pairs—on
normal days instead of reserving them for
dress-down days.
Junior Aaron Heisohn said, “I think it’s
important that the school recognizes student

fashion. We shouldn’t be dressing as if we
were from some other time period.”
However, the rules for dress pants remain
the same: they must be solid color. Pinstripes
and checkered pants remain excluded from
the winter dress code.
While plaid represents a new privilege
for SLUH students, carrying an iPod Touch
during the school day now carries the same
penalties as carrying a cell phone or iPhone.
The first offense will result in a three-hour
jug and the confiscation of the device. The
second offense merits a Saturday (six hour)
jug, a $25 fine, and a call home. Consequences
for the third offense are at the “discretion of
the Assistant Principal for Student Life,” according to the Parent/Student Handbook.
	This revision comes after recent confusion over what devices are and are not
allowed and where and when they are acceptable. The distinction between iPhones and
iPod Touches, which Kesterson described
as “really ambiguous,” made some teachers uncertain whether or not students were
disobeying the rules or not. Furthermore,
iPod Touches have the potential for instant
messaging and Internet access during class,
opening avenues for academic dishonesty.
“We just had to make a decision, and
this is it,” said Maurer.

	Students are allowed to have iPods
without the capability for applications and
Internet access on their persons during the
day and may use them during activity period,
lunch, breaks, and unscheduled periods, but
may not use them in the hallways. Kesterson
was worried that listening to music in the
hallways led students to isolate themselves
from their classmates.
	Sophomore Ryan Burke said that the new
rule cannot be faulted logically: “I don’t really see the point in having an iPod at school.
You have homework to do anyway.”
	Nonetheless, some students feel like the
change to the rule is not one for the better.
While senior Andy Schaller said that because
of the iPod Touch’s capabilities he can understand why it would be inappropriate in
class, he said, “I don’t think they should be
treated the same as cell phones.” Schaller
thinks that iPod Touches should still be allowed during down time such as unscheduled
periods, activity periods, and breaks.
Kesterson said that there have not been
many infractions of this new rule yet, but
after all, it is only the first full week.
“I don’t know what that means—if
people are following the rules, or getting
better at hiding it,” he said.

(from 4)

Bill series.
	Aesthetically, Inglourious Basterds feels
more like an old Sergio Leone spaghetti
western than a typical war film, with the
same kind of flair for music, slow camera
movement, and intense close-ups that never
seem to fail to brew that wondrous cinematic
potion of dramatic suspense and downright
fun. And little quirks like a sparse and unexpected Samuel L. Jackson narration about the
plausibility of film nitrates and explosives,
or names artfully arrowed in pencil above
Nazi officials add the unmistakable touch of
a filmmaker who’s got his own inventions at
work, too.
	Though you surely won’t be seeing it
in your Global History class anytime soon,
Inglourious Basterds is definitely worth a trip
to your local big screen; it’s a rare cinematic
event. Catch it all in all of its visual and sonic
wonder. Chew on some buttery popcorn.

Enjoy some “delicious milk,” or maybe
even one of those “Big Kahuna” burgers.
But maybe hold off on inviting great-aunt
Penny to come along with you. Trust me;
it’s just not her kind of thing.

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS
and just how you’d want your Nazi villain.
With his mannerisms, his sheepish tactics,
and linguistic prowess, Waltz singlehandedly
makes Tarantino’s movie something special
to watch. And, in his exchanges with the
women, Waltz adds a suspense-factor that
has largely eluded most of Tarantino’s earlier
work.
Under Waltz’s tutelage, Tarantino’s
colorfully long scenes (mostly in French and
German) are gripping and tense, working like
a balloon blowing up and, finally, popping.
In fact, these several-minute-long scenes
(organized into chapters) seem to mark a
new kind of artistic shift toward refinement
and precision in Tarantino’s writing. Scenes
are calculated and motif-filled, bearing more
resemblance to his 1997 film, Jackie Brown,
rather than the fast-moving and episodic
dialogue of Pulp Fiction and the recent Kill

Soccer Nightbeat
The Jr. Bills lost their season opener
last night to Webster in penalty kicks.
At the end of regulation, the score
was tied 0-0, and after two ten minute
overtimes, the score remained 0-0.
SLUH’s first three penalty kicks were
saved by Webster’s goalkeeper, and
Webster scored their first three shots
to win 3-0.
	The FIFAbills hope to rebound
when they play again tonight at
Gibault at 6:30.
-David Kirner
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(from 2)
specifically defined.
“I’m supposed to be the guy that keeps
my eye on school mission, and therefore sits
on all kinds of committees and is involved
with all kinds of things to make sure we
find good effect ways of enacting that,” said
Linhares. “So, everything underneath the
pastoral department … retreats, prayer and
Masses, it’s not like I’m supervising every
detail of that, but I’m supposed to be really
focused on that sort of thing.”
	Becvar will continue to work in his
capacity as the chief administrator for
scheduling and technology and will also
now take on Michalski’s work with students
and families, especially those who struggle
academically. Becvar will be operating
closely with the counseling department, the
learning consultant, and the Care Team, a
group of faculty and administrators including
the counseling department and school nurse
Scott Gilbert that attend to the overall care
of students with difficulties, both academic
and nonacademic.
“I’ll be working pretty much with the
students’ overall best interests with Mr. Kesterson on the other end of it, the discipline
side, and I’m on the academic side,” said
Becvar.

NAVARRO
(from 11)
Navarro had always liked theology but had
never necessarily considered teaching it.
	Navarro started teaching theology
purely by chance. He said he was looking
for a job in math or science at Chaminade
but there wasn’t an open position except in
theology.
He continued teaching theology at
Ursuline a few years later, after attending
the Aquinas Institute, and taught there from
2004 until 2009.
	Navarro said he decided to come to
SLUH because he had heard great things
about the school and decided to give it a try
after hearing about the theology opening.
Now at SLUH, Navarro is teaching four
sections of junior Faith this semester and one
section of junior Morality and three sections
of World Religions next semester.
	Navarro said, “I got involved in a lot of
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	Part of the structure of the administrative
process involves several regular meetings,
including bi-weekly calendar meetings and
the Instructional Council, which meets twice
every week. The technology committee, Administrative meetings, the pastoral committee, and the Care Team all meet weekly.
	Evans’s role is to promote and oversee
the “multicultural health” of the school. He
does this by providing strategic planning,
research, advice on matters of diversity,
and by heading the newly-formed diversity
council.
“(My job is to) ensure that the call for
diversity will be one of those conversations
that’s at the forefront and not on the backburner,” said Evans.
“Mr. Evans’s job has not changed that
significantly. He’s doing a lot of the same
things as last year,” said Moran. “My goal
in asking him to be an assistant principal was
to plug him in more to the administrative
team.”
Kesterson’s role has also changed very
little. His title change was meant to reflect
an emphasis on more than just discipline.
“The idea behind student life is to be
more inclusive … of all of student activities,”
said Kesterson.
	Another added utility of the administration is official liaison posts. Linhares will be

liaison to the pastoral department, Becvar to
the library and the National Honor Society,
and Kesterson to the Prep News and STUCO.
Moran will be act as the chief liaison to the
technology committee and also to faculty
hiring, in which the administration will take
a more direct role rather than leaving the
process mostly up to department recommendations.
	Although working with Evans in matters of diversity and Becvar in matters of
admissions numbers, Director of Admissions Craig Hannick is not a member of the
administrative team but reports directly to
Moran similarly to Dick Wehner, the Athletic Director. However, Hannick will take
on the task of transfer student admissions,
which had been previously handled by the
administration, specifically Michalski.
	Many members of the administration
also teach a class. Becvar teaches a section
of AP BC Calculus, which he calls his “one
hour of sanity,” and Evans teaches Modern
African History. Linhares will also teach
Humanities, a second-semester theology
class.
	As with all problem-solving bodies,
despite specific structural definitions the
operation remains fluid. “We’re still learning day by day what the shifts are,” said
Becvar.

the retreats and service trips (at Ursuline),
and I definitely hope to get involved with
that here.” Navarro said that he specifically
hopes to get involved in junior and senior
retreats because those are the students that
he teaches. He looks forward to the courses

he is teaching, likes the materials, and thinks
the classes are fun.
	Two of his students, juniors Joe Meier
and Will Moritz, agreed that Navarro seems
to let students speak their mind and make his
class an open forum.

This Week in SLUH Sports History

From Prep News Volume 66, August 31, 2001
By: John Stewart
Editor’s Note: The Patriot football team 21-7. Recovering in the second half, overwas, at the time, the No. 2 ranked team in coming the tired Patriots, the Junior Bills
the area and favorites to contend for State. came back to tie at 21. The Patriots opted
The Jr. Bills were No. 6 when they visited to go for a touchdown on their final attempt
and were stopped. The Jr. Bills eventually
Parkway to start their season.
          The Footbills traveled to Parkway South came back to win the game 27-21 with an
last night to take on the Patriots. The Jr. Bills overtime touchdown by Dossie Jennings on
went into the locker room at half down by 14, a quarterback sneak.
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PIGSKIN
(from 5)

time, in order to create a two-touchdown
lead, SLUH kept the offense on the field for
the two-point conversion. The Jr. Bills went
with a back right corner fade “jump ball” for
Klug, who went up in the attic to retrieve the
ball and give SLUH the two-touchdown lead
they were looking for.
	On the ensuing Patriot possession,
Parkway began to gain momentum as it got
two first downs on runs by Scott. But the D
dug in its heels and again forced a punt. The
Bills ran out the clock and went into the
locker room with momentum, confidence,
and a 14-point lead.
            The third quarter began as follows:
three-and-out, interception, fumble, fumble,
and three-and-out—all in the first six minutes.
“The six turnovers were the most we’ve
had here in a long time,” said defensive coordinator Mark Tyconievich. “We got them
into a lot of tough third down situations
which is one of our season goals.”
	SLUH’s offensive inability to get going
could be attributed to the absence of Lowry,
their best offensive weapon, who suffered a
knee injury on the first play of the second
half. He finished with 14 carries for 61
yards.
	Parkway finally broke out of the game of
“you have it, no you have it” when South’s
sophomore quarterback Eric Laurent found
senior wide receiver John Barnabee in the flat
with a screen pass. Senior cornerback Jake
Fechter, reading the play all the way, aggressively went for the interception but came up
with only air as Barnabee took off down the
field for South’s only touchdown. The extra
point was up and good, and the score stood
at 14-7.
	The following SLUH drive, Riddering,
in an effort to avoid a sack, threw the ball
right into the arms of Parkway senior Keyon
Davis. The Patriot fans went into a frenzy,
and their team absorbed all momentum, down
seven and just forty yards from SLUH’s end
zone. Laurent marched the South offense to
a first and 10 on the Jr. Bills’ 12, sending the
previously brick wall-esque defense reeling.
	But the defense once again held its own,
bringing up a fourth down at the 6. South
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Pele
decided to go for the tie and kept the field
goal unit on the sidelines, setting up the
biggest play of the game thus far. On that
fourth down, the D-line forced Laurent out
of the pocket. Laurent, in desperation, fired
a bullet in the vicinity of one his receivers
in the back of the end zone. What Laurent
didn’t see was Fechter lurking in shadows,
waiting for such a pass. The veteran corner
batted the ball away and the lead stayed at
7.
“That play really helped us recover from
giving up the TD,” said Fechter. “That stop
got us right back in the game.”
The offense again struggled to find consistency and again went three-and-out. This
time, it was SLUH giving out the gift of the
botched snap as junior “everything man”
Elliot Fish’s snap tipped off McAuliffe’s
fingers and went out the back of the end zone
resulting in a safety. Life again was breathed
back into the Patriots, as the offense came
back onto the field waving their arms in a
manner similar to a memorable scene from
Angels in the Outfield, apparently in an effort
to further fire up their fans. But the defense,
coming off their spectacular goal line stand,
was entirely unfazed and quickly dispatched
the Patriot offense back to the sidelines.
	The remainder of the game followed the
same pattern seen earlier in the half: punts,
turnovers, and sloppy offense. After getting
the ball back on South’s fourth fumble of the
game, prompting Magee to yell at the offense
to “do something,” the offense capitalized
with a 4-yard TD run by Fish, sealing the
game and permanently extinguishing the
Patriots’ hopes of a home opener win.
In regards to the defense, senior Joey
“Big Game” Gorla, who seemed to be involved in every big play, said, “The D-line
and front seven played a great game. After
that first series we took on a no-score mentality.”
Tyconievich added, “We did what we
were supposed to do.”
Next up is the home opener against
Parkway Central, who blew out St. Mary’s
26-0 last week. Junior tough guy Tim Pettey
offered his thoughts on Central and their star
running back Lee Ward. “Yup,” said Pettey.
“That Lee kid’s good, but our defense has
heart. Bucketloads.” Game time is 7.

(from 6)

“We keep up a high work rate for eighty
minutes.”
	One area that may be a problem for the
team is scoring.
“Right now, Charlie (Clark) and I are
both a little concerned about where those
goals are going to come from … we’re hoping
that the system takes care of that,” Martel
said.
“We just have to put the biscuit in the
basket,” said Bettger.
	Seniors David Burr, Andrew Salamone,
and Joe Bettger have all been sidelined by
preseason injuries.
“Those three were in our plans to make
significant contributions. Now that they’re
out, that is certainly going to affect us, but
the other players are just going to have to
step up,” said Martel.
	The That’sGbills will play a 4-5-1 lineup.
Junior Ben Emnett is expected to play up top.
Senior captains Dominic Hewitt and Brysan
Duvall will control the central midfield along
with junior Richie Hoffman. Sophomore
Paul Buehler and senior Zach Oppland are
expected to be the wing midfielders. Senior
captain Andy Johnson will lead the defense
which will include Odem, sophomore Sam
Steurer, and freshman Joey “The Kid” Rund.
Sophomore Ryan “Treeman” Suddarth and
junior Andrew Evola will likely split time
at goalkeeper early in the season.
	The Soccerbills opened the season yesterday at Webster and will play again tonight
at 6:30 at Gibault. The real challenges will
come next week in the CBC Tournament,
where they are scheduled to play DeSmet
on Tuesday, Vianney on Thursday, and CBC
on Saturday.
“The CBC Tournament is the big test in
the early season. We’ll find out a lot at that
tournament,” said Martel.

MODERATOR WANTED!
The Young Democratic-Socialist
club needs a moderator. If you are
interested (and a faculty member),
please contact juniors Joe Earsom or
Michael Blair.
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News

MICROBES
(from 13)

and the SLUH administration: the school
subsidized van rentals and the Science Center
subsidized their employee fees, motel, food,
and equipment costs. Instead of the normal
cost to customers, over $1500, Venture Crew
members paid a little over $200 and are quite
thankful to those that helped them.
	The plan for the Crew was to depart from
SLUH on Wednesday morning and arrive at
Jordan, Mont., on Saturday after two and a
half days of driving in the rented vans. The
early departure date allowed for some sightseeing on the way, and the vans made stops
at Badlands National Park in South Dakota,
the world famous Wall Drug Store (also in
South Dakota), and Devils Tower National
Monument in northeastern Wyoming.
In the Badlands National Park, the group
learned, via text messages, of the fatal plane
crash in which rising sophomores Brendan
Langford, Jacob Ritz, and their fathers died
and Josh Beckerle was seriously injured.
“I was thinking about it every day,” said
sophomore Matt Lickenbrock, classmate of
Langford, Ritz, and Beckerle.
“It didn’t really ruin the trip for me,
because I focused on what I was supposed to
be doing, that I was here in Montana,” said
sophomore Nathan Fox. He said that being
away from St. Louis made it hard to help the
grieving community, but he felt that he and

the group did what they could to support the
families with prayer.
The group’s first daytrip expedition to
the field was on Sunday morning. Standard
Paleotreks are based out of the Garfield Motel
in Jordan, and while the Venture Crew would
be staying there for some nights, for three
days they set up camp in the field, making
the trip more physically demanding and
decidedly less comfortable.
However, base-camping meant that
the group would not have to walk as far—
camping a mile inside the Science Center
permit area, the group was at the edge of
virtually unharvested fossil fields. And the
challenges yielded the hoped-for reward.
Said Kuensting, “It was just as we had hoped;
since we were walking in areas that had not
been walked in over a dozen years, we had
a good chance of finding fossils that had
eroded out (of the buttes) since it had last
been explored.”
Kuensting said that compared to previous Paleotreks the Science Center has led,
the Science Club “found more quality fossils than all the other Paleotreks, probably
combined.” All the group’s finds came from
the late Cretaceous period just prior to the
mass extinction event, about 65 million years
ago. The location the group worked in is
part of the Hell Creek Formation, the same
geological sediment stratus that was made
famous when Sue the T. Rex was discovered

ALCHEMY
(from 13)

collaborated on their project at Wash. U.
They worked on analyzing bridge structures’ reaction to earthquakes. They made a
model bridge and used vibrations and sensors to test the reaction. Dr. Shirley Dyke
was their mentor, but most of the help they
received was from a graduate student named
Nestor Casteneda. Minden-Birkenmaier and
Thames also wrote papers over 20 pages
including graphs and charts.
	After all the research papers were presented they were graded based on difficulty
and complexity of research, appropriateness
of the research methodology, findings, quality
of writing, and overall quality of the research
process. Melillo, Minden-Birkenmaier and
Thames won 2009 LMI Aerospace Inc./
D3 Technologies Awards for Excellence in

Research for their paper’s matching the five
categories. Twenty-four people out of the 73
were given this award for their research.
	Melillo said, “It was a great way to
learn of the seedy underbelly of the scientific
community.”
	Minden-Birkenmaier enjoyed the program as well, saying, “STARS was a good
way to see if research is what you want to
pursue in your life.”
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lying in it in 1990.
Kuensting’s prized finds included a
nearly complete Triceratops horn and sizable
pieces of the same genus’ frill and vertebra,
which he will put in a case in his classroom.
As a group, the Venturers found two new
sites thought to hold a large portion of a
skeleton for the Science Center to apply for
excavation permits.
Kuensting said that experiences like this
trip are essential in truly learning biology
and earth sciences.
“You can memorize facts better in a
classroom, but it was denitely a lot more fun,”
said Lickenbrock. “You can look at pictures
in books, but if you don’t get out there and
see it firsthand, it’s not as fulfilling.”
	The direction of the Science Center employees Stephanie Kuster, Ph. D, Associate
Director of Earth Sciences Ron Geisler, and
an experienced volunteer helper aided the
group’s efforts tremendously.
“They really knew what they were
doing—they helped you out on identifying
(the fossils,) finding it, what it looked like,”
said junior Zak Otten.
Kuensting also plans to include some of
his fossil specimens in a lab for his biology
classes. He is considering next summer’s
schedule in setting up another Paleotrek for
the Science Club. He also hopes that students
will be able to volunteer in the Science Center
fossil prep lab.

FRESHMEN
SPORTS

Freshmen XC
Next Meet: Forest Park XC Festival (3k)
9/12
C Soccer
Last Game: 2-1 win vs. Vianney
Key player: Danny Buehler GW goal
Next Game: Home vs. DeSmet 9/8
C Football (0-2)
Last Game: 21-8 loss at Parkway Central
9/3
Key player: Tyler McNeil, 10 yd TD catch
Next game: Home vs. Bishop DuBourg
9/4
-Compiled by Eric Meuth, Patrick Mulligan, and Joe Merrill
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Calendar

by Patrick O’Leary

Sept. 4 - Sept.11

Friday, September 4
Schedule M
Pep Rally 1:25pm
SOC @ Gibault 6:30pm
JV SOC @ Gibault 5pm
FB vs Parkway Central 7pm
D FB vs Bishop DuBourg 4pm
XC (V&JV) @ First Capital Invitational
4:30pm
Parents in Partnership 5pm
AP Snack—Mozzarella Sticks
Lunch: Special—Burritos/Crispitos
Healthy—Baked Pork Chop with
		
Gravy

Loyola University-Chicago
Loyola University-New Orleans
	Marquette University
	Regis University
	Rockhurst University
	Santa Clara University
	Spring Hill College
	St. Joseph’s University
	University of San Francisco
Xavier University
Father’s Club Meeting 6pm
AP Snack—Fiestadas
Lunch: Special—Chicken Rings
Healthy—Hamburger Stroganoff

Monday, September 7
Labor Day
No Classes
B SOC @ Chaminade Tourney

Wednesday, September 9
Schedule R
1-8-1-8 Registration AP @ 215c
Fr. Mom Cookie Sale
STUCO HR Rep Voting
Fr. English Tutorial AP
NHS Meeting @ Currigan Room AP
B SOC @ Chaminade Tourney
C SOC @ Priory 4pm
SWIM vs. Clayton/ Cape Notre Dame
College Reps:
	Butler University-M104
	University of Dallas-M106
	St. John’s University-M108
	St. Louis College of Pharmacy-M110
Washington University-M112
College of Wooster-M114
	Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
Indiana U/Purdue U-Indianapolis 9am
	Boston University 12:45pm

Tuesday, September 8
Schedule R
STUCO HR Rep Voting
JV FB @ Parkway Central 4:30pm
SOC @ CBC Tourney
B SOC @ Chaminade Tourney
C SOC vs DeSmet 4:30pm
SWIM @ Parkway South 4pm
Jesuit Education Tour Fair in Student Commons @ AP
	Creighton University
Fairfield University
Fordham University
John Carroll University
Loyola College in Maryland

Knox College 1:30pm
Ignatian Mix-it-up Lunch 11am
AP Snack—Cookies
Lunch: Special—Pasta and Garlic Bread
Healthy—Baked Mostaciolli
Thursday, September 10
Schedule R
Fr. Mom Cookie Sale
STUCO HR Rep Voting
SOC @ CBC Tourney vs DeSmet
C FB vs DeSmet 6pm
College Reps:
	Ball State University-M106
	Christian Brothers University-M108
Hampton University-M110
	Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
	Stonehill College 9am
Furman University 1:30pm
AP Snack—Bosco Sticks
Lunch: Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Healthy—BBQ Chicken Skewers
Friday, September 11
Schedule M
Mass of the Holy Spirit
Picture Day (Formal Attire)
STUCO HR Rep Voting
FB @ DeSmet 7pm
SWIM @ Marquette Relays
C SOC @ Edwardsville 4:30pm
Mother’s Club Party 10am
Class of ’49 Reunion 5pm
AP Snack—Pizza Sticks
Lunch: Special—Chicken Strip and Bacon
Healthy—Country Fried Steak

JUNIOR VARSITY SPORTS

JV XC
Next meet: First Capital 9/4
Quote: “The team’s looking good, we’ve come together as a
group nicely, we’re ready to compete at First Capital and Forest
Park in one week.”- Junior Joe Meier

JV Football
Record: 1-0
Last game: 31-17 win vs. Parkway South
Key player: Tarek Hawkins 2 TD runs
Next game: Away vs. Parkway Central 9/8

JV Soccer
Last game: 2-1 win vs. Francis Howell
Key players: Junior Dylan Gardner, goal, Sophomore Ben
Thomas, goal
Next game: Oerter Park vs. Gibault 9/4

JV Swimming
Last meet: Exhibition meet 9/3 at Parkway West
Next meet: At Parkway South 9/8
Quote: “I hope they improve their times, improve their skills in
the pool, starts, turns and strokes.”–Coach Fritz Long
-Compiled by Eric Mueth, Jake Born, Tim Coleman, Cullin Tripp

